ABSTRACT In the field of agricultural information, the automatic identification and diagnosis of maize leaf diseases is highly desired. To improve the identification accuracy of maize leaf diseases and reduce the number of network parameters, the improved GoogLeNet and Cifar10 models based on deep learning are proposed for leaf disease recognition in this paper. Two improved models that are used to train and test nine kinds of maize leaf images are obtained by adjusting the parameters, changing the pooling combinations, adding dropout operations and rectified linear unit functions, and reducing the number of classifiers. In addition, the number of parameters of the improved models is significantly smaller than that of the VGG and AlexNet structures. During the recognition of eight kinds of maize leaf diseases, the GoogLeNet model achieves a top -1 average identification accuracy of 98.9%, and the Cifar10 model achieves an average accuracy of 98.8%. The improved methods are possibly improved the accuracy of maize leaf disease, and reduced the convergence iterations, which can effectively improve the model training and recognition efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
Maize is an important food and feed crop. Its plant area and total output are the largest in the world except for rice and wheat [1] . However, in recent years, the number of species of maize diseases and the degree of harm they cause have increased, mainly due to changes in cultivation systems, the variation of pathogen varieties, and inadequate of plant protection measures. Generally, there are eight types of common leaf diseases, including Curvularia leaf spot, dwarf mosaic, gray leaf spot, northern leaf blight, brown spot, round spot, rust, and southern leaf blight [2] - [6] . Most seriously, maize leaf disease is hazardous and will affect maize production and people's lives.
Maize leaf diseases have various symptoms. It may be more difficult for inexperienced farmers to diagnose diseases than for professional plant pathologists [7] . As a verification system in disease diagnostics, an automatic system that is designed to identify plant diseases by the plant's appearance and visual symptoms could be of great help to farmers. Many efforts have been applied to the quick and accurate diagnosis of leaf diseases. By using digital image processing techniques, support vector machine (SVM), neural networks and other methods, we can detect and classify leaf diseases [8] - [13] . An SVM -based multi -classifier was proposed by Song et al. [8] and was applied to identify a variety of maize leaf diseases. The best recognition accuracy was 89.6%. The method of classification using SVM is only applicable to small samples, for a large number of samples, it cannot achieve high recognition accuracy. Chen and Wang [9] proposed a method for the identification of maize leaf diseases based on image processing technology and a probabilistic neural network (PNN). The best recognition accuracy of this method was 90.4%. However, for the PNN classifier, the identification accuracy and speed of this method decreases as the number of training samples increases. A method of maize leaf disease identification based on adaptive weighting multi-classifier fusion was proposed by Xu et al. [10] . Seven common types of maize leaf disease were tested by this method. The average recognition rate was 94.71%. Wang et al. [11] Qi et al. [12] , and Zhang [13] proposed different methods using digital image processing techniques based on Fisher discriminant, Retinex algorithm combined with principal component analysis (PCA) and SVM, and quantum neural network (QNN) and combination features for identification of maize leaf disease. The highest recognition accuracy of these studies was 95.3%, but fewer maize diseases were involved in these methods. Different methods are used to identify maize diseases [8] - [13] , the best recognition accuracy was 95.3%, which cannot meet the current requirements for high recognition accuracy. Therefore, in the follow -up study, we should focus on how to improve the identification accuracy.
Deep learning has made tremendous advances in the past few years [14] - [24] . It is now able to extract useful feature representations from a large number of input images. Deep learning provides an opportunity for detectors to identify crop diseases in a timely and accurate manner, which will not only improve the accuracy of plant protection but also expand the scope of computer vision in the field of precision agriculture. Lu et al. [25] used different pooling operations, filter sizes, and algorithms to identify 10 common rice diseases. The proposed convolutional neural networks (CNNs) -based model achieved an accuracy of 95.48%. Dechant et al. [26] trained CNNs to automatically identify northern leaf blight of maize. This approach addressed the challenge of limited data and the myriad irregularities that appear in images of field -grown plants. The identification scheme achieved an accuracy of 96.7%. Some researchers [27] - [29] can improve the identification accuracy of plant diseases to a certain extent by using different convolution neural network models and changing the ratio of training set size to testing set size. These studies [25] - [29] have obtained better results, but more parameters and longer training convergence times have a negative effect on the recognition rate. To obtain a highly maize leaf disease identification accuracy, it is highly significant to design a recognition model with fewer parameters and higher recognition accuracy.
In this study, two improved deep convolution neural network models, GoogLeNet and Cifar10, are presented to increase the recognition accuracy of maize leaf diseases and improve the traditional identification methods with long convergence times and large numbers of model parameters. The two models that are used to train and test 9 kinds of maize leaf images are obtained by adjusting the model parameters, changing the pooling combinations, adding the dropout operation and rectified linear unit (Relu) function, and reducing the number of classifiers. Finally, the experimental results are compared with those of the unmodified model.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, it mainly depicts the collection and processing of the image dataset, in addition, two kinds of CNNs structures, GoogLeNet and Cifar10, are introduced in detail. At the same time, some basic concepts and experimental parameters involved in the structure are described in Section II. Then, in Section III, the original and improved structure of GoogLeNet and Cifar10 were used to realize the identification of maize leaf diseases, the accuracy, loss, and parameters are analyzed in detail. In this section, the method proposed in this paper is compared with the traditional method and the relative deep learning method for maize leaf disease. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section IV.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. DATASET
An appropriate dataset is required at all stages of object recognition research, starting from the training phase to evaluating the performance of recognition algorithms. A total of 500 images are collected from different sources, such as the Plant Village and Google websites, including different periods of occurrence of maize leaf diseases, which are divided into 9 different categories. There are 8 categories representing infected maize leaves and a category representing healthy leaves. Eight kinds of maize leaf diseases are shown in Fig. 1 : Curvularia leaf spot, dwarf mosaic, gray leaf spot, northern leaf blight, brown spot, round spot, rust, and southern leaf blight; these are the main diseases investigated in this study. All images downloaded from different sources were cleaned by a developed Python script that applied a comparison procedure. The script removed duplicates by comparing the images' metadata: name, size and date. After automated removal, the images were assessed several times by human experts.
B. AUGMENTATION
Training CNNs requires substantial data. The more data the CNNs has to learn, the more features it can obtain. Since the original leaf image dataset collected in this study is not sufficient, it is necessary to expand the dataset by different methods to distinguish the different disease categories. After the original images are initialized, additional versions are created by rotating the images 90 • , 180 • , and 270 • ; by mirroring each rotated image; by cutting the center of the image by the same size; and by converting all processed images to grayscale. The dataset is expanded by the above methods, which helps in reducing over -fitting during the training stage [30] . Partially converted images are shown in Fig. 2 . In total, the maize leaf dataset contains 3060 images − 2248 (80%) for training and 612 (20%) for testing. The dataset for maize leaf disease images is shown in Table 1 . 
C. IMAGE PREPROCESSING AND LABELLING
To improve feature extraction and increase consistency, the images in the dataset for the deep CNNs classifier are preprocessed before the model is trained. One of the most significant operations is the normalization of image size and format. In this study, all images are resized to 224 × 224 pixels and 32 × 32 dots per inch, which are automatically computed by Python scripts based on the OpenCV framework.
In the interest of confirming the accuracy of the classes in the dataset, agricultural experts examined leaf images grouped by a keyword search and labeled all the images with the appropriate disease acronym. It is well known that it is essential to use accurately classified images for the training and validation dataset. Only in that can may an appropriate and a reliable model be developed. In this stage, various classes of the dataset as well as the training set and the testing set are marked.
D. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORKS
Caffe [31] , a framework based on C++ language designed specifically for deep learning and CNNs -related algorithms, has many advantages, such as faster updates and flexible expansibility. It provides a complete toolkit for training, testing and fine -tuning. The deployment models can run on both central processing units (CPUs) and graphics processing units (GPUs). Integrating Caffe with the cuDNN library can accelerate Caffe models [32] .
GoogLeNet structure has 22 layers, which is characterized by going deeper. The GoogLeNet model [33] has more features than previous deep learning structures, because of increases in depth, width, and training data. Nevertheless, GoogLeNet has fewer parameters than the VGG and AlexNet models, which are flexible applications of the networkin -network concept. GoogLeNet uses sparse network structures to improve the disadvantages of over -fitting and over -occupying computing resources. It uses the pyramid model to increase the width and puts forward the concept of an ''Inception Module.'' The main idea of the ''Inception Module'' is to use dense components to approximate the optimal local sparse structure. A total of nine inception modules are used in the GoogLeNet structure. Each module includes multiple parallel convolutional layers with a size of 1 × 1, 3 × 3, 5 × 5 and a max pooling layer for the capture of different features simultaneously. The improved ''Inception Module'' can be seen in Fig. 3 . Three classifiers are able to measure the top -1 accuracy, top -5 accuracy, and system loss. To make the model more adaptable to the sample dataset in this paper, only the first classifier is used to train and test the 9 samples, which reduces the number of model parameters and the time required for convergence without affecting the recognition accuracy. Meanwhile, to improve the identification accuracy of the model, only the top -1 accuracy is measured in this experiment. The Cifar10 structure is optimized in this study. Specifically, the network contains three convolutional layers, two fully connected layers, and a loss layer. After each convolutional layer in the model, there is a pooling layer and a Relu operation. The relationship between different pooling combinations and the recognition accuracy will be explored in this study. The identification accuracy will be improved by adding dropout and Relu between the two fully connected layers. A dropout operation with an appropriate probability value can prevent over -fitting of CNNs. The Relu function can make the network learn relatively sparse features from the dataset, which creates the effect of automatic dissociation. The modified Cifar10 model is used to train the maize leaf image dataset, and subsequently, the identification accuracy and loss of the model are tested.
1) CONVOLUTION
Convolution is the most important operation in CNNs. The convolution calculation of the two -dimensional image can be mapped to the continuous sliding convolution window to obtain the corresponding convolution value.
In CNNs, each feature map is convoluted by multiple input feature graphs. For an input x of the ith convolutional layer, it computes as (1),
where * represents the convolution operation, W i represents the convolution kernels of the layer, and f represents the activation function.
, K is the number of convolution kernels of the layer. Each kernel W K i is an M × M × N weight matrix with M being the window size and N being the number of input channels [28] .
2) ACTIVATE FUNCTION
The Relu activation function is an unsaturated nonlinear function that can receive signals by simulating brain neurons. Saturated nonlinear function, such as Sigmoid and Tanh, have worse performance than unsaturated nonlinear functions when training a network.
In this test, the Relu activation function will be added in the Cifar10 model, to prevent the problem of gradient dispersion while accelerating network training and to increase the identification accuracy.
3) POOLING
As the number of convolutional layers increases, the parameters of the network will increase exponentially. The pooling operation can effectively reduce the number of network parameters. To reduce the parameters in all regions, the pooling operation is performed by calculating the statistical characteristics of a region in order to represent the entire region's characteristics.
The effect of different pooling combinations on the identification accuracy of Cifar10 will be explored in this study.
4) DROPOUT
Srivastava et al. [34] suggested that dropout can alleviate the situation of fewer training samples in neural networks by preventing the synergies of certain features. For each input sample, the corresponding network structure is different, but all of these different network structures share the weight of hidden nodes at the same time, so that different samples correspond to different models.
To prevent over -fitting and improve the generalization of the model, a dropout operation will be added in the Cifar10 structure in this test.
5) LOSS FUNCTION
The loss function measures the discrepancy between the predicted result and the label of the input, which is defined as (2), (2) where W indicates the weighting matrixes of the convolutional and fully connected layers, n indicates the number of training samples, i is the index of training samples, and k is the index of classes. If the ith sample belongs to the kth class, y ik = 1; else y ik = 0. P(x i = k) is the probability of input x i belonging to the kth class that the model predicts, which is a function of the parameters W . Therefore, the loss function takes W as its parameters.
Network training aims to find the value of W that minimizes the loss function E. In this study, we use a stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm where W is iteratively updated as (3),
where α is the learning rate, which is a very important parameter that determines the step size of the learning. The k is the index of classes, its meaning is the same as (2). The value of learning rate should be carefully evaluated [28] .
E. HYPER PARAMETERS
The improved Cifar10 and GoogLeNet models' hyper parameters are shown in Table 3 compared with the original one in Table 2 . By changing the base learning rate, it can affect the identification accuracy of the network. All experiments are done using the GPUs. The models are optimized by stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. The method of batch training is to divide the training set and the testing set into multiple batches. Each batch consists of training 10 images. The initial learning rate of the Cifar10 model is fixed at 0.0002. The initial learning rate for the GoogLeNet model is 0.001 and decremented by 0.96 times. 
F. EQUIPMENT
The Caffe framework, Visual Studio development environment and Python language are used to train and test the complete model on a computer. The relevant parameters are shown in Table 4 . 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Goollenet MODEL
The initial learning rate of the original GoogLeNet model is 0.001, using the ''step'' method to attenuate the learning rate. After 100000 th iterations and classified by the three classifiers, the top -1 testing accuracy are 98.8%, 98.6%, 98.2%; top -5 testing accuracy are 99.6%, 99.6%, 99.6%; the loss of the system is 15.8%. Fig. 4 (a) shows the changes of partial top -1 test accuracy and Fig. 4 (b) shows the curve of the system loss. We can see that the top -1 identification accuracy and system loss gradually converge after 40000 th iterations. The training time and the convergence time of the original model are longer. The original model also has a larger number of parameters. The first classifier of the GoogLeNet model is used to perform 50000 th iterations on 9 samples of the maize leaf dataset in this test. After each 100 th iteration, the top -1 accuracy and the model loss are measured. Fig. 5 (a) shows the changes of top -1 test accuracy and Fig. 5 (b) shows the curve of the model loss. In this study, the initial learning rate of the GoogLeNet model is 0.001, and the ''step'' method attenuates the learning rate by 0.96 times every 2000 th iterations. As seen from Fig. 5 , after 10000 th iterations, the top -1 testing accuracy gradually tends to 1, the loss gradually approaches 0, and both states are stable. Experiments show that the average top -1 accuracy is 98.9% and the loss is 1.6%, after using the improved GoogLeNet model to train and test the maize leaf image dataset. Compared with the original unmodified model, the identification accuracy and system loss of the improved model are better than the original one. The improved model's top -1 identification accuracy is 0.4% higher than that of the original one, the system loss is 14.2% less than the original one. In Fig. 4 the top -1 identification accuracy and system loss gradually converge after 40000 th iterations, in Fig. 5 after 10000 th iterations, the top -1 testing accuracy gradually tends to 1, the loss gradually approaches 0, and both states are stable. The convergence time have been greatly improved, which can effectively improve the model training and recognition efficiency.
B. Cifar10 MODEL
The Relu function and dropout operation will be added between the two fully connected layers of the Cifar10 model. Relu function can adaptively learn the parameters of the rectifier and increase accuracy with negligible additional cost. For an input x, the Relu activation function is defined as (4),
Dropout operation works by randomly suppressing a certain number of neurons. The suppressed neurons are temporarily not involved in the forward communication of the network.
Optimizing the model -related parameters and then initializing the three pooling combinations: Max -Max -Ave (By taking the maximum of the k × k neighborhood in the feature graph, max pooling can calculate the maximum value of the non-overlapping rectangular area for each convolution kernel output. This approach can be used to separate very sparse features, reduce the estimated mean offset error caused by the convolutional layer parameter error, and keep more texture information. The mean pooling is averaged over all the sampling points in the locally accepted domain. It is possible to reduce the error of the variance of the estimated variance increases due to the limited size of the neighborhood, which can retain more image background information.). Considering the fact that different dropout parameters will affect the recognition accuracy, in this test, the relationship between the dropout probability value and the testing accuracy of the improved model is studied. The results are shown in Table 5 (In general, the probability value of the dropout operation is chosen to be 0.5. Since the dataset in this paper is rather special, we try to find the probability value with a greater accuracy near 0.5. From 0.5 to 0.75, several experiments were performed on a 0.05 -percent difference, and it was found that when the probability value was chosen to be 0.65, the best recognition accuracy was achieved within this range.). The maximum testing accuracy of the model is 97.8% when the dropout probability value is 0.65. We fix this value and then experiment with four pooling combinations of three convolutions: Max/Ave/Ave, Max/Max/Ave, Max/Max/Max, Ave/Ave/Ave. The learning rate of this model is fixed at 0.0002. The accuracy and the loss of the model is measured after every 20 th iteration, for a total of 50000 th iterations. The model's testing accuracy and loss curves are shown in Table 6 .
As seen from Table 6 , the preferred pooling combination is Max -Max -Ave. The original model's testing accuracy and loss are shown in Fig. 6 . The improved models' testing accuracies are shown in Fig. 7 . The original Cifar10 model is used to train the dataset for 4000 th iterations. The accuracy and the model loss are measured every 20 th iteration. The results are shown in Fig. 6 . After 1200 th iterations, the testing accuracy and the loss curve tend to be stable. The average testing accuracy of the system is 97.1%, and the loss of the system is 17.8%. According to Table 6 and Fig. 7 , the best combination of pooling is Max -Max -Ave, where the dropout parameter is 0.65. In this case, the training accuracy of this model is 98.8%, the testing accuracy is 97.8%, the system loss is 7.6%, and after 20000 th iterations, the two curves of Fig. 7 (b) have converged. Therefore, the testing accuracy can be improved by 0.7% and the loss reduced by 10.2% by using the improved Cifar10 model shown in Fig. 8 .
In this study, the average top -1 identification accuracy achieves 98.5% by using the original GoogLeNet structure, the average identification accuracy achieves 97.1% by using [8] - [13] methods for maize leaf disease recognition, their research first carries on a series of processing to the image, then extracts the feature, and finally classifies the maize leaf disease by using SVM, PNN or QNN and so on. These research processing steps are more complex and will introduce unnecessary interference at each step. The method proposed in this paper can directly take the image of the dataset as the input of the convolutional neural networks and let it learn and adjust itself to achieve an effective recognition effect. The recognition accuracy and loss are also in a more satisfactory range, and the training and recognition efficiency has been improved.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, when identifying 9 types of maize leaves, the two improved deep convolutional neural networks models, GoogLeNet and Cifar10, can achieve high identification accuracy, 98.9% and 98.8%, respectively. When the traintest set is 80 -20 (80% of the whole dataset used for training, and 20% for testing), the classification algorithms used in this study allow the systems to acquire a diversity of sample conditions with strong robustness. Experiments show that it is possible to improve recognition accuracy by increasing the diversity of pooling operations, the reasonable addition of a Relu function and dropout operations, and including multiple adjustments of the model parameters. In future research, we will identify more types of maize diseases and pests and combine new algorithms and other deep learning structures for the training and testing of the model. Meanwhile, in order to enable agricultural producers to make quick and reasonable judgments about crop disease information, the trained model can be combined with mobile devices in a flexible manner.
